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INTRODUCTION
The Inverse Galois problem remains a fascinating yet unanswered
question. The standard approach through algebraic geometry is to con-
struct a Galois branched covering of the projective line over the rationals
with a desired group G. Then one invokes the Hilbert Irreducibility
Theorem to construct a G-Galois extension of Q. If every Galois extension
of number fields is the specialization of a Galois branched covering with
the same group, this approach is very logical. Of course, the question
whether every Galois extension of number fields is the specialization of a
branched covering is of interest in its own right. Answered affirmatively, it
would put all Galois extensions of a given number field in families. It is
conjectured that the answer to this question is yes. Beckmann addressed
this problem in her paper ``Is every extension of Q the specialization of a
w xbranched covering?'' 1 . She answers it affirmatively when G is either a
symmetric or a finite abelian group. We will take one step further and
prove this conjecture when G is a dihedral group D with n odd.n
However, before proving this result, we will reexamine the case of an
abelian group. In Section I, we reinterpret the work of Beckmann and
Saltman in terms of etale cohomology. In Section II, we generalize to theÂ
case of a dihedral group.
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NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
Let X be a complex, irreducible, smooth, projective algebraic curve. Let
X ª P1 be a finite dominant morphism; i.e., a nonconstant rational map.C
We call X ª P1 a branched co¨ering. If the corresponding function fieldC
 .  .   .  ..extension C X rC t is Galois with Gal C X rC t s G, then it is called
G 1a G-Galois branched co¨ering and sometimes denoted X ª P .C
G G1 1Let K be a number field. We say X ª P has a model X ª P overC K K
K if the following holds:
 .i X is a connected, complete, smooth curve over K, such thatK
X = Spec C , X ;K S p ec K
 . 1 1ii the maps X ª P and X ª P are compatible;K K C
 .  .  .iii the function field extension K X rK t is Galois with groupK
G.
G 1We will also say in this case that X ª P is a G-Galois branchedK K
covering defined over K.
 .A field extension LrK t is called regular if K is algebraically closed in
w x  .L 8 . Note, in particular, that an extension LrK t corresponds to the
function field extension of some branched covering X ª P1 defined overK K
K if and only if it is regular.
f
1 1Let X ª P be a branched covering defined over K, and let y g PK K K
 . 1be a K-rational point. If K t denotes the function field of P , let t s aK





1 6P y s Spec KK
where X s X = 1 Spec K is the fiber of f over y. Since f is finite, so isy K PK
f. Thus X s Spec A for some K-algebra A finitely generated as a K-y f
1w xmodule 2 . The specialization of X ª P at t s a is defined to be theK K
extension of K-algebras K ¨ A. It is clear that if X ª P1 is a G-GaloisK
branched covering and A is a field, then the field extension ArK is
Galois with group G.
Let LrK be a G-Galois extension of fields. View Spec K as a point of
P1 . Then by a lifting of LrK we mean a G-Galois branched coveringK
G 1 1X ª P , together with K-rational point y g P , such that the fiber overK K K
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G 1y is isomorphic to Spec L. In other words, X ª P specializes to LrK atK K
some K-rational point y g P1 .K
Two branched coverings X ª P1 and Y ª P1 are called disjoint if






then Z ª P1 is an isomorphism.
In the rest of the paper we use the following notation:
Let LrK denote a Galois extension of number fields. Let m denote then
group of nth roots of unity, with fixed generator z . Its dual my1 sn n
 .  .Hom m , Zrn is generated by j , i.e., j z s 1. We denoten n
  . .Gal K m rK by F . If F is cyclic, we denote its generator by f and itsn n n
 .order by s. Let K be an algebraic closure of K. If M is a Gal KrK -mod-
i .ule, we write H K , M for the ith Galois cohomology group
i  . .H Gal KrK , M .
Let G be a group acting on m and Zrn and let M be a G-module. Wen
 . y1define M y1 to be the G-module M m m . By using a fixed choice of an
y1  .generator for m we identify M y1 and M as abelian groups vian
m m j l m, but we have different actions of G.
SECTION 0: TECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES
Let q s pd be a prime power. Let R be a discrete valuation ring, with a
fixed uniformizer p , field of fractions K, and residue field F. Let F sq
  . .   . .Gal K m rK and C s Gal F m rF . Note that via decompositionq q q
group we may consider C as a subgroup of F . Let Q s F rC , and letq q q q
the order of Q be m.
 .Let S be an integral closure of R in K m . Let M be a q-torsionq
i  .abelian group. In what follows, H A, M for any ring A is the ith etaleÂet
cohomology group of Spec A of the sheaf defined by a group scheme M.
We denote Galois cohomology groups by H i. Note that if A is a field, the
i  . i . w xgroups H A, M and H A, M are isomorphic 5, p. 53 .et








 .H C , H F m , M H F, M . . . .q q
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Moreo¨er, if F is cyclic, M is a sheaf with tri¨ ial action, and the integers mq
and q are relati¨ ely prime, then the maps gi¨ en by the left ¨ertical arrow for
j s 0 are isomorphisms for all i G 1.
Proof. We have a commutative diagram of rings:
mod p 6S F m SR6 6 .
mod p 6R F
By taking spectra we obtain a corresponding commutative diagram of
 .schemes. Note that F m S s @ F m . Using the Hochschild-Serre spec-Q q
w xtral sequences 5, p. 105 and the fact that spectral sequences are natural
under pullbacks, we obtain the following commutative diagram:
i j
6




 .H F , H F m S, M H F, M . .q et et
Using the Hochschild-Serre sequence again, we have a spectral sequence:
H k Q, H i C , H j F m S, M « H kq i F , H j F m S, M . 1 .  .  . .  . /q q
 .We work with the left-hand side of 1 . Since cohomology commutes
with finite direct sums, we have
H k Q, H i C , H j F m , M s   . . . . @q et q
Q
H k Q, H i C , H j F m , M s   . . . . @q et q
Q
H k Q, H i C , H j F m , M . 2  . .  . . .@ q q
Q
Since the Q-module
H i C , H j F m , M . .@  .q q
Q
 .is induced, and therefore cohomologically trivial, 2 is equal to zero if
i j  ..k ) 0 and is equal to H C , H F m , M if k s 0.q q
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We thus have an isomorphism
H i F , H j F m S, M ( H i C , H j F m , M . .  . . . q et q q
Therefore we get a commutative diagram:
i j
6









 .H C , H F m , M H F, M . . . .q q
We next assume that F is cyclic, generated by f, and that the integersq
0 . 0 .m and q are relatively prime. Then H S, M ( M and H F m S, M (et et
[ M, since M is a trivial sheaf. The mapm
H 0 S, M ª H 0 F m S, M .  .et et
is the diagonal map. We thus have a short exact sequence of F -modulesq
diag 6
0 ª M M ª A ª 0.[
m
Note that the action of F on the first term of the above sequence isq
trivial, while F permutes the factors of the second term.q
i .To prove our claim, we only need to show that H F , A s 0 for allq
i G 1. Since F is cyclic by assumption, the Tate cohomology groupsq
w xdepend only on the parity of i 7 . They can be calculated as follows:
Ã i FqH F , A s A rNA, i ' 0 mod 2 . .q
Ã iH F , A s Ker N rDA , i ' 1 mod 2 . .  . .q
Here N s sy1f i is the norm of the F action on A and D s 1 y f. Tois0 q
 .see the action of F on A we identify A s [ Mrdiag M with [ Mq m my1
 . via the isomorphism that sends the element a , . . . , a to a y1 m 2
.  .a , . . . , a y a . Then the action of f takes a y a , . . . , a y a to1 m 1 2 1 m 1
 .a y a , . . . , a y a , a y a . It is easy to check that NA s 0 and hence3 2 m 2 1 2
 .Ker N s A. The kernel of the map of A to itself induced by D is equal to
Fq Fq  . A . To see that A is m-torsion, we set a y a , . . . , a y a s a y2 1 m 1 3
. a , . . . , a y a , a y a . That easily leads to the conclusion that m a y2 m 2 1 2 i
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. Fqa s 0 for all i s 2, . . . , m, and hence A is indeed m-torsion. Since A1
is also q-torsion, and m and q are relatively prime by assumption, AFq is a
trivial group. Therefore DA s A, and the proposition is proved.
SECTION I: ABELIAN GROUPS
The result presented in this section is not new. As mentioned in the
w xintroduction, Beckmann has proved 1 that every finite abelian extension
of a number field K is a specialization of a Galois branched covering
defined over K with the same group. Here we reinterpret her work and
w x.that of Saltman 6 in terms of etale cohomology. In the next section, thisÂ
method is generalized to the case of dihedral groups.
  . .Let K be a number field and F s Gal K m rK . Define a homomor-n n
phism
=
v : F s Gal K m rK ª Zrn .  . .n n
 . v g .that satisfies g z s z , for any g g F .n n n
Now let q s pd be a prime power. Let LrK be a cyclic Galois extension
 .of number fields with Gal LrK ( Zrq. By Galois theory, the extension
of number fields LrK is classified by an element
1a g H K , Zrq s Hom Gal KrK , Zrq . .  . .
 .Note that a represents a surjective homomorphism from Gal KrK to
Zrq. This follows because L is the fixed field of the kernel of a.
From the Hochschild]Serre spectral sequence, we have the following
 .exact sequence also called the Inflation-Restriction sequence :
dInf FRes q1 1 1 26 60 ª H F , Zrq H K , Zrq H K m , Zrq ª H F , Zrq . .  . .  . .q q q
Since a is surjective, it is of order q and is not contained in the image of
1 .H F , Zrq . Therefore, we can view the field extension LrK as one ofq
the extensions given by the element a defined as
Fq1a s Res a g H K m , Zrq .  . .q
 .and d a s 0.
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 .=  .=qView M s K m rK m as a F -module with the usual Galoisq q q
 .action. We can identify M y1 with M as an abelian group; however, the
 .action has been twisted. Let f g F and m m j g M y1 . Thenq
f m m j s f m m f j s f m m j vfy1 . s v fy1 f m m j . .  .  .  .  . .
 .  y1 .So the norm of the action of F on M y1 is N s  v g g.q v g g F n
Observe that there is a natural isomorphism as F -modulesq
H 1 K m , Zrq ( H 1 K m , m m my1 ( M m my1 s M y1 . .  .  . .  .q q q q q
 .=  .=qWe therefore view a as an element of K m rK m such thatq q
 .Fq  .a m j g M y1 and such that d a s 0.
We now turn our attention to cyclic Galois branched coverings of the
 . 1projective line defined over K. Let K t be the function field of P . NoteK
  . .   .  ..  .that F s Gal K m rK ( Gal K m , t rK t , so F acts on K m , tq q q q q
 .=  .=qin the usual way. Let M denote the F -module K m , t rK m , t .t q q q
Thus we have the F -moduleq
= =q y1M y1 s K m , t rK m , t m m . .  .  .t q q q
d  .LEMMA 1. Let q s p be a prime power. Let K t be a function field of
P1 . LetK
= =q
g t g K m , t rK m , t .  .  .q q
Fq .  .  .  .be such that g t m j g M y1 , g t is not a pth power in K t andt
  ..  .  .d g t s 0. Then g t gi¨ es a regular Zrq-Galois extension LrK t , corre-
Zrq
1sponding to a regular Zrq-Galois branched co¨ering X ª P definedK K
o¨er K.
Proof. To find a Zrq-Galois branched covering X ª P1 defined over
 .K, it suffices to construct a regular Zrq-Galois extension of fields LrK t .
 .To ensure regularity, we find a Zrq-Galois extension of fields L 9rK t ,
Zrq
1corresponding to a branched covering of complex curves X ª P , which
 .  .descends to K t . It is sufficient to produce a regular cover over K m ,q
and then descend it to K.
As before, we have an exact sequence
Inf dFRes q1 1 1 26 60ªH F , Zrq H K t , Zrq H K m , t , Zrq ª H F , Zrq . . . .  .  . .q q q
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 . 1  . .Fq   ..If g t g H K m , t , Zrq is such that d g t s 0 then it lifts to anq
1  . .  .element in H K t , Zrq , defining a Zrq-Galois extension of K t . This
 .extension is regular if we assume in addition that g t is not a pth power
 .in K t . This is because the extension
qw xK t x r x y g t .  . .
 . w xover K t is a Zrq-Galois extension of fields 3, p. 331 , which descends
without change to a Zrq-Galois field extension
w x qK m , t x r x y g t . . .q
 .over K m , t .q
Since
H 1 K m , t , Zrq ( M m my1 s M y1 . . .q t q t
 .  .Fqas F -modules, we can view g t as an element of M y1 . Thisq t
concludes the proof of Lemma 1.
 .We intend to specialize at t s 0. Hence we also require that g t gives a
 .covering unramified at the point t s 0. To ensure this, we pick g t in
1  . w x  .H S, Zrq , where S is an integral closure of R s K t in K m , t . Weet  t . q
apply Proposition 1 to this situation to obtain the following result.
COROLLARY 1. Let q be a positi¨ e integer, let K be a number field, and
  . .F s Gal K m rK . Then there is an exact commutati¨ e diagramq q
FInf qRes d1 1 1 26 6 6 .  .  .0 ª H F , Zrq H K, Zrq H K m , Zrq H F , Zrq . .q q q
6 6
ts0 ts0
Inf Res d1 1 1 F 26 6 6q .  .  .  .0 ª H F , Zrq H R, Zrq H S, Zrq H F , Zrq .q et et q
We are now in the position to prove the following theorem:
THEOREM 1. Let q s pd be a prime power. Let LrK be a Galois
 .extension of number fields with Gal LrK s Zrq. Then there exists a regular
Zrq-Galois branched co¨ering X ª P1 defined o¨er K and specializing toK K
LrK at t s 0. Moreo¨er, there are infinitely many such co¨erings, each
specializing to LrK at t s 0, disjoint from one another.
Proof. The extension LrK is determined by an element a g
1 .  .=H K, Zrq . This element a is one of the lifts of an element a g K m ,q
such that
Fqa m j g M y1 . .
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By Lemma 1, in order to construct the desired Zrq-Galois branched
 . =  .=covering, we need an element g t g S ¨ K m , t , such thatq
Fqg t m j g M y1 . .  .t
 .We also need g t to satisfy the following requirements:
 .  .  .i g t is not a pth power in K t ;
 .   ..ii d g t s 0;
 .  .iii g 0 s a .
 .The commutative diagram in Corollary 1 allows us to conclude that iii
 .  .  .implies ii , and hence we only need to ensure i and iii . The same
 . 1  .diagram shows that the lift of g t to H R, Zrq can be chosen so that itset
specialization is precisely an element a, which determines our extension
LrK.
 .We construct the required element g t as follows:
 .  .Choose l g K m such that g l / l for all g / id g F , that is l hasq q
  . .maximal orbit under the Galois action of Gal K m rK .q
Let
a
g t s N l y t . .  .vN l .v
 .Here, recall that N stands for the norm of the action of F on M y1 ,v q t
 y1 .i.e., N s  v g g. Hence, we can expand the above expression asv g g Fq
a y1 .v gg t s g l y t .  . .y1 .v g ggF g l . qg g Fq
 y1 .v gt
s a 1 y .  /g l .ggFq
 .It is clear that g t is such that
g t m j g M y1 , .  .t
 .and g 0 s a . Because of the maximal orbit condition in our choice of l,
 .  .g t is not a pth power in K t .
 .Finally, observe that we should have written g t to stress the fact thatl
the resulting branched covering depends on the choice of l. In fact, the
  . 4 set of branch points of this covering is either g l , g g F when F isq q
.  4  . not trivial or l, ` if F is trivial . Different l subject to the maximalq
. 1orbit condition give rise to disjoint Zrq-branched coverings of P eachK
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specializing to LrK at t s 0. This follows because there is no nontrivial
branched covering of the projective line with at most one branch point.
w xFor a detailed proof of the above the reader is referred to 1 .
This completes the proof of the Theorem 1.
Remark. Let LrK be a finite abelian extension of number fields with
Galois group A. Use the Fundamental Theorem of the Structure of
Abelian Groups to write A as a direct sum Zrq [ ??? [ Zrq , where the1 n
q are prime powers. Use Theorem 1 and fibered products to construct ani
A-Galois branched covering X ª P1 defined over K and specializing toK K
w xLrK. For details, see 1 , cor. 2.4.
SECTION II: DIHEDRAL GROUPS
We fix more notation for this case. We still let LrK be a Galois
 .extension of number fields, with Galois group Gal LrK s D s Zrn in
Zr2. We assume throughout that n is odd. Let K ; E ; L be the unique
’ .quadratic subextension; i.e., E is the fixed field of Zrn. Write E s K r
 .for some r g K. We denote the generator of Gal ErK ( Zr2 by s , i.e.,
’ ’ .   . .s r s y r . As before, F denotes Gal K m rK . We let G denoten n
  . .   . .Gal E m rK and C s Gal E m rE . Note that C is a subgroup ofn n n n
 :F and G is an extension of C by s . As before we have a homomor-n n
=  . v g .phism v: F ª Zrn defined by g z s z for g g F . Let t g G ben n n n
<such that t s s .E
Let q s pd be an odd prime power. Then both F and C are cyclicq q
with generators f and c respectively. We denote the order of F by s.q
 .Next, we consider two cases, depending on whether E and K m areq
 .disjoint over K or not. In the disjoint case, E l K m s K, C s F andq q q
 :G s F [ s is the trivial extension. In the nondisjoint case, E is theq
 .  .  .unique quadratic subfield of K m over K, so E m s K m , G s F ,q q q q
and C is the unique subgroup of index 2 in F . Thus, c s f 2 and t s f.q q
 .=  .=qLet M s E m rE m be a G-module with the usual Galois action.q q
 . y1As in the abelian case, we write M y1 for M m m and identify it withq
M as an abelian group with the twisted action of G. We reserve the
notation Zrq for a cyclic group of order q whenever the action of G on it
is trivial. However, when we refer to the cyclic group of order q considered
 :as a t -module with the action of t taking the generator to its inverse,
we denote this group as Cy. We write My for M m Cy and identify itq q
with M as abelian group. We make My into a G-module by twisting the
action of t .
y1 y y .Finally, we denote M m m m C by M y1 , identify it with M asq q
an abelian group, and view it as a G-module with action of G twisted. The
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y .norm of this G-action is denoted by N . The action of C on M y1 hasG q
 y1 .a norm N s  v h h, as in abelian case. The action of t onv hg Cqy .M y1 is different depending on whether we have the disjoint or
nondisjoint case. In the disjoint case, the norm of this action is N s 1 yt
t s 1 y s and so, N s N N . In the nondisjoint case, N s 1 yG v t t
 y1 . sy1 . i  yi . iv f f, so the norm of twisted action of G is N s  y1 v f f .G is0
LEMMA 2. With notation as abo¨e, there is an exact sequence
ds s sG1 y 1 y y 2 y0 ª H C , C ª H E, C ª M y1 ª H C , C . . .  .  .q q q q q
Proof. We use the Hochschild]Serre spectral sequence to see that
dCq1 y 1 y 1 y 2 y0 ª H C , C ª H E, C ª H E m , C ª H C , C . .  .  . .q q q q q q q
3 .
is exact. Denote the quotient
H 1 E, Cy rH 1 C , Cy .  .q q q
by A for simplicity. We have another exact sequence
s s1 y 1 y s 1 1 y :0 ª H C , C ª H E, C ª A ª H s , H C , C s 0. .  .  . .q q q q q
4 .
 .The last term in 4 is zero by torsion considerations.
 .  :So rewriting 3 and taking invariants under the action of s we get an
exact sequence:
sdC , sRes qs 1 y 2 y60 ª A H E m , C ª H C , C . 5 .  . . .q q q q
 .  .Put together sequences 5 and 4 to get
ds s sC , sRes q1 y 1 y 1 y 2 y60 ª H C , C ª H E, C H E m , C ª H C , C . . .  .  . .q q q q q q q
As in the abelian case, there is a canonical G-module isomorphism
H 1 E m , Cy ( H 1 E m , Zrq m Cy .  . .  .q q q q
( H 1 E m , m m my1 m Cy . .q q q q
= =q y1 y y( E m rE m m m m C s M y1 . .  .  .q q q q
This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.
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LEMMA 3. Let q s pd be an odd prime power. Let LrK be a D -Galoisq
 .extension of number fields with quadratic subfield ErK. Then the fields E mq
and L are disjoint o¨er E.
 .Proof. Let F denote the intersection of L and E m over E. Thenq
 .E m is an abelian extension of K since it is a compositum of two abelianq
 .extensions K m and E over K. Therefore, FrK is an abelian extension,q
w xcontaining the subextension ErK. If F : E ) 1, then it is a power of p.
 .The Galois group of ErK acts on Gal FrE by taking its generator to its
inverse, which contradicts the fact that FrK is an abelian extension.
w x  .Therefore, F : E must be 1 and the fields L and E m are disjointq
over E.
Remark. In particular, it follows from this lemma that if L9 s L mE
 .  .w x  q .  .E m , then L9 s E m y r y y a for some a g E m , which is not aq q q
 .pth power in E m .q
We next note that LrK is uniquely determined by an element
ss1 y ya g H E, C s Hom Gal KrE , C , . .  /q q
y .where s acts on Gal KrE by conjugation and acts on C ( Zrq byq
sending 1 ª y1. In other words, dihedral extensions of K with fixed
1 y.squadratic subfield ErK are classified by H E, C . This can be seenq
from Galois theory and the fact that L is a fixed field of a surjective
 .homomorphism Gal KrE ª Zrq. Define an element a as
GyRes a s a g M y1 . .  .
y .Recall that N denotes the norm of the twisted action of C on M y1 .v q
y .  .We let N be the submodule of M y1 consisting of norms N l forv
 .=l g E m .q
LEMMA 4. Let q s pd be an odd prime power. Let LrK be a D -Galoisq
’ .extension of number fields with quadratic subfield ErK. Let E s K r .
 .  .  .i If K m and E are disjoint, then there is a b g K m , such thatq q
yi .v fsy1 ’b q r
i’a s N b q r s f . . G ’ /b y ris0
 .  .  .ii If K ; E ; K m , then there exists b g K m such thatq q
sy1
i y i .  .y1 v fia s N b s f b . .  .G
is0
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Proof. We first show there exist a short exact sequence
s s1 y 1 y s0 ª H C , C ª H E, C ª N ª 0, .  .q q q
  .  .=4where N s N l , l g E m .v q
w  .xUsing a result of Saltman 6, Th. 2.3 a, b we conclude that the kernel of
 .d in Hochschild]Serre sequence 3 is precisely N. Therefore we have a
short exact sequence:
0 ª H 1 C , Cy ª H 1 E, Cy ª N ª 0. .  .q q q
 :Taking invariants under the appropriate action of Zr2 s s on it, we
obtain another exact sequence:
s s1 y 1 y s 1 1 y :0 ª H C , C ª H E, C ª N ª H s , H C , C s 0. .  .  . .q q q q q
The last term in the above sequence is zero by torsion considerations. So a
is an element of Ns. Since N is q-torsion, and s has order 2, the Tate
Ã0 : .cohomology module H s , N vanishes.
 .  .=We therefore can write a s N n for some element n g E m .G q
 .  .  .In case ii we simply let b s n , since E m s K m in this case. Inq q ’ .case i we proceed to show that n can be written as n s b q r . This is
’ .  . .because n g E m s K m r . Write n in general form as n s b qq q 0’  .b r , where b g K m . Note that b / 0 since, clearly, a / 1.1 i q 1
Then
y1 .v gy1 .v g ’n b q r
a s g s g .  / ’ /s n . b y rggF ggFq q
Above, we let b s b rb . This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.0 1
We now turn our attention to the construction of a D -Galois branchedq
covering X ª P1 with a D -Galois model X ª P1 over K. That amountsq K K
 .to constructing a regular D -Galois field extension LrK t . Again weq
intend to specialize at a point t s 0, so we need this extension to be
 .unramified at t . We start by fixing a quadratic subextension. We take
 .w x  2 .  .   .  ..  :K t x r x y r y t s K x with Gal K x rK t s Zr2 s r . This is
 .clearly regular and unramified at t . Note that our choice of quadratic
subextension is only limited by regularity, since there is no obstruction to
the embedding into the dihedral extension. Once again, in our construc-
tion of the desired branched covering we need to make sure that the point
w x  2 .  .t s 0 is not a branch point. In K x the ideal x y r is lying over t in
w x w x 2K t . For the local ring R in Proposition 1, we take K x . As before x yr .
 .the ring S is an integral closure of R in K m , x .q
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We observe that here the picture is similar to that of the case of disjoint
 .K m and E in Lemma 4, with r playing the role of s andq
F s Gal K m rK ( Gal K x m rK x ( Gal SrR . .  .  .  .  . .  .q q q
 .  .Here by Gal SrR we understand the group Aut Spec SrSpec R . We
  .  ..  :denote Gal K x, m rK t by G . In other words, G s F [ r . Usingq r r q
considerations similar to those in Lemma 2, we obtain an exact sequence:
dr r rGr1 y 1 y y 2 y0 ª H F , C ª H R , C ª M y1 ª H F , C . . .  .  .q q et q x q q
 .  .Thus, a D -extension of K t with quadratic subextension K x , unram-q
 .  . =  .=ified at t , is given by a lift of an element g x g S ¨ K m , x suchq
that
Gy rg x m j g M y1 .  .x
  .. = =qand d g x s 0. Here M s S rS , viewed as G -module with the usualx r
y . y1 y y .Galois action, and M y1 s M m m m C . We identify M y1x x q q x
with M as abelian groups and twist the action of G . The norm of thatx r
action is
1
i y1 iN s y1 v g r g . .  . Gr
is0 ggFq
 .  .Moreover, we need g x not be a pth power in K x , so that it defines an
extension of fields. As in Lemma 1 and for the same reasons, these
 .conditions on g x ensure regularity of the resulting extension and enables
us to descend to K. We thus have:
d  .LEMMA 5. Let q s p be a prime power. Let K t be a function field of
1  .  .  .P . Let K x be quadratic extension of K t defined as abo¨e. Let g x gK
 .=K m , x be such thatq
Gy rg x m j g M y1 , .  .x
 .   ..  .g x is not a pth power, and d g x s 0. Then g x gi¨ es a regular
 .D -Galois extension LrK t , corresponding to a regular D -Galois branchedq q
Dq
1co¨ering X ª P defined o¨er K and unramified at t s 0.K K
 .  .We can apply Proposition 1, with R and S as defined, frac R s K x
 .   . .and F s E, F ( Gal SrR and C s Gal E m rE . We act by Zr2 in aq q q
comparable fashion on both rows of the resulting commutative diagram.
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We then use Proposition 1, Lemma 2, and Lemma 5 to obtain the
following:
COROLLARY 2. With the notation as abo¨e there is an exact commutati¨ e
diagram:
GInf Res d1 y t 1 y t 1 y 2 y t6 6 6 .  .  .0 ª H C , C H E, C H E m , C H C , C . .q q q q q q q
6 6 6 6
( (ts0 ts0
Inf Res d1 y r 1 y r 1 y G 2 y r6 6 6r .  .  .  .0 ª H F , C H R, C H S, C H F , C .q q et q et q q q
We now combine the Lemmas to prove the main result of this section.
THEOREM 2. Let q s pd be an odd prime power. Let LrK be a Galois
 .extension of number fields with Gal LrK ( D . Let E be the uniqueq
 .quadratic subfield of L o¨er K. Assume that E l K m s K. Then thereq
exists a regular D -Galois branched co¨ering X ª P1 defined o¨er K andq K K
specializing at t s 0 to LrK.
Proof. Given an extension LrK we have a corresponding element
Gy ya g N M y1 ¨ M y1 . .  . .G
By Lemma 5, in order to construct the desired D -Galois branchedq
 . =covering we need an element g x g S such that
Gy pg x m j g M y1 . .  .x
 .We need g x to satisfy the following requirements:
 .  .  .i g x is not a pth power in K x ;
 .   ..ii d g x s 0;
’ .  .iii g r s a .
 .  .By Corollary 2 we only need to ensure i and iii . By Lemma 4, there
= ’ .  .exists an element b g K m , such that a s N b q r . We letq G
 y1 .v gb q x
g x s N b q x s g . .  . Gr  /b y xggFq
 .It is obvious that g x specializes to a at the point corresponding to
2 .  .  .x y r . We need to show that g x is not a pth power in K x . Since
 .  .  .g x s x for all g g F the rational function g x g K m , x is of theq q
form
x y a . . . x y a .  .1 u
g x s , . p¨y1 x y b . . . x y b .  .  .1 u
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 .for some integers ¨ and u and elements a , b g K m for i s 1, . . . , u.i i q
 .  .Therefore, if g x is a pth power in K x it is also a pth power in
 . .  .K m x . But then it specializes to a pth power in K m at any elementq q
 .this field. But that contradicts that a is not a pth power in K mq
 .Lemma 3 . This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.
THEOREM 3. Let q s pd be an odd prime power. Let LrK be a Galois
 .extension of number fields with Gal LrK s D . Assume that the quadraticq
 .Galois subextension ErK is such that K ; E ; K m . Then there is a regularq
D -Galois branched co¨ering X ª P1 specializing to LrK at t s 0.q K K
Proof. By Lemma 4, LrK is given by
sy1
i y i .  .y1 v fia s f b , .
is0
 .for some b g K m . Recall that f is a generator and s is the orderq
of F .q
1 q b .Let n g K m be defined by n s . It is clear that b / 1 andq  /1 y b
b / y1.
Let
yi .v fsy1 ’n r y x
i’g x s N n r y x s f . 6 .  . . Gr  /’n r q xis0
 .  .As in Theorem 2, g x is not a pth power in K x because of its form
and the fact that it specializes to a which is not a pth power.
’ .  .To see that g r s a , we rewrite expression 6 . The reason we can't
’ ’ ’ ’ .  .  .simply put in 6 r for x to obtain g r is because f r s y r while
 .f x s x. In fact, the reason specialization at t s 0 gives the right answer
’ .  .is precisely because f acts on K r the same way r acts on K x .
yivf .’n r y xi  .For simplicity we denote f by F x .i /’n r q x
Then,
yi .v fsy1 ’yf n r y x .
iy1g x s F x s F x f .  .  .  i i ’ /yf n r q x .is0 iseven isodd
yi .v f’f n r q x .
iy1s F x f . i ’ /f n r y x .iseven isodd
yi .yv f’f n r y x .
iy1s F x f . . i ’ /f n r q x .iseven isodd
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n y 1’At x s r , and b s , we have
n q 1
yi  yi .yv f .v fn y 1 f n y 1 .
i iy1’g r s f f .   /  /n q 1 f n q 1 .iseven isodd
 yi .  yi .v f yv fi is f b f b s a . .  . 
iseven isodd
This concludes the proof of the Theorem 3.
THEOREM 4. Let LrK be a D -Galois extension of number fields, with nn
odd. Then there exists a regular D -Galois branched co¨ering X ª P1 ,n K K
specializing to LrK at t s 0.
Proof. A dihedral group is a semidirect product of a cyclic group of
order n and a cyclic group of order 2, i.e., D ( Zrn i Zr2. By then
Chinese Remainder Theorem, Zrn ( Zrq [ ??? [ Zrq , where q s pdi1 m i i
odd prime powers. Let ErK as before denote the quadratic Galois
subextension of LrK ; in other words, let E be a fixed field of Zrn. The
field L is a compositum of the fields L , where L rE is a Galois fieldi i
extension with Galois group Zrq . The group Zr2 acts on the groupi
 .  .Zrn ( Zrq [ ??? [ Zrq , by sending 1, . . . , 1 ª y1, . . . , y1 ; we have1 m
Zr2 acting on each Zrq by sending 1 ª y1. Hence each L rK is ai i
D -Galois extension of number fields with quadratic subextension ErKqi
for all i. By Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 for each i we have a D -Galoisqi
branched covering X ª P1 over the complex numbers, with D -Galoisi qi
model X ª P1 over K, specializing to L rK. In each case, the branchedi, K K i
covering X ª P1 factors through the same curve Y. In our case, Y is ai
Zrqi 1complex projective line. Hence, for each i we have X ª Y ª P , withi
model over K, such that the Zr2-Galois branched covering Y ª P1 overK K
K specializes to ErK at t s 0. We construct the required D -Galoisn
branched covering by taking the fibered product over Y of X 's. We viewi
the resulting product as a covering of P1 via the map
X s X = X = ??? = ??? X ª Y ª P1.1 Y 2 Y Y m
This clearly gives a D -Galois branched covering X ª P1. On the functionn
field level, the fibered product X = X ª Y corresponds to the fieldi Y j
 .  .  .  .C X m C X . This follows from the disjointness of C X and C Xi C x . j i j
 . w  .  .xover C x which in turn follows from relatively prime degrees C X : C xi
w  .  .xand C X : C x . Hence X = X ª Y is indeed an irreducible branchedj i Y j
covering. By induction X ª Y is an irreducible branched covering.
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Finally, we note that since X ª Y specializes to L rE at t s 0, thei, K K i
constructed D branched covering X ª P1 has a model over K specializ-n
ing to LrK at t s 0.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.
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